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Figure 7-10 The DNA-binding
helix-tum-helix motif. The motif is
shown in (A), where each whitecirc~
denotes the central carbon of ana
acid. The (-terminal a helix (red) is
the recognition helix because it
participates in sequence-specific
recognition of DNA. As shown in (8i,
helix fits into the major groove 01 OW
where it contacts the edges of theb&
pairs (see also Figure 7-7). The
N-terminal a-helix (blue) functions
primarily as a structural component
helps to position the recognition h
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The group of helix-turn-helix proteins shown in Figure 7-11 demonstrates a
common feature of many sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins. They bind
as symmetric dimcrs to DNA sequences that arc composed of two very similar
"half-siles," which arc also arranged symmetrically (Figure 7-12). This arrangement allows each protein monomer to make a nearly identical SCI of contacts
and enormollsly increases the binding affinity: as a first approximatioll, doubling the number of contacts doubles the free energy of the interaction and
thereby sf/uares the affinity constant.

Homeodomain Proteins Constitute a Special Class of
Helix-Tum-Helix Proteins
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Not long after the first gene regulatory proteins were discovered in bacteria,
genetic analyses in the fruit fly Drosophila led to the characterization of an
important class of genes, the J1Omeoric selector genes, that playa critical part in
orchestrating ny development. As discussed in Chapter 22, they have since
proved to have a fundamental role in the development of higher animals as well.
Mutations in these genes can cause one body pan in the fly to be converted into
another, showing that the protcins they encode control critical developmental
decisions.
When the nucleotidc sequcnces of several homeotic selector genes were
determined in the early 1980s, each proved to coele ror an almost idcntical
stretch of 60 amino acids that defines this class of proteins and is termcd the
homeodomain. When the three-dimensional structure or the homeodomain
was determined, it was seen to contain a helix-tum-helix motif related lO that of
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Figure 7-11 Some helix-tum-helix DNA-binding proteins. All of the proteins bind DNA as dimers in which the twoUl
of the recognition helix (red cylinder) are separated by exactly one turn of the DNA helix (3.4 nm). The other helix of the
helix-tum-helix motif is colored blue, as in Figure 7-10. The lambda repressor and (ro proteins control bacteriophage
lambda gene expression, and the tryptophan repressor and the catabolite activator protein (CAP) control the expressioo
sets of E. coli genes.
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Figure 7-12 A specific DNA sequence recognized by the bacteriophage
lambda Cro protein. The nucleotides labeled in green in this sequence are
arranged symmetrically, allowing each half of the DNA site to be
recognized in the same way by each protein monomer, also shown in
green. See Figure 7- 11 for the actual structure of the protein.
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bacterial gene regulatory proteins, providing one of the rirst indications that
of gene regulation established in bacteria are relevant to higher
~ani5ms as well. More than 60 homeodomain proteins have now been discovffiin Drosophila alone, and homeodomain proteins have been identifled in virwh' all eucaryotic organisms that have been studied, from yeasts to plants to

tie principles

.unans.

The structure of a homeodomain bound to its specific DNA sequence is
liOlIll in Figure 7-13. Whereas the helix-turn-helix motif of bacterial gene reg·
'J:alOry proteins is often embedded in different structural contexts. the
"'h-turn-helix motif of homeodomains is always surrounded by the same
'!IUclure (which forms the rest of the homeodomain), suggesting that the motif
always presented to DNA in the same way. Indeed, structural studies have
0\111 thai ayeast homeodomain protein and a Drosophila homeodomain pro'n have . . ery similar conformations and recognize DNA in almost exactly the
me manner, although they are identical at only 17 of 60 amino acid positions

ee figure 3-13).

There Are Several Types of DNA-Binding Zinc Finger Motifs
ihehelix-turn-helix motif is composed solely of amino acids. A second impor'.nlgroup orONA-binding motifs includes one or more zinc atoms as structural

components. Although all such zinc-coordinated DNA-binding motifs are called
zinc fingers, this description refers only to their appearance in schematic draw-

,g,dating from their initial discovery (Figure 7-14A). Subsequenl structural
,tudies have shown that they fall into several distinct structural groups, two of
,bjchweconsider here. The first type was initially discovered in the protein that
,[thates the transcription of a eucaryolic ribosomal HNA gene. It has a simple
ruClure, in which the zinc holds an a helix and a ~ sheet together (Figure
"-148). This type of zinc finger is often found in tandem clusters so that the a
tlixofeach can contact the major groove of the DNA, forming a nearly continjlJIlS stretch of a helices along the groove. In this way, a strong and specific
:J\A-protein interaction is built up through a repeating basic structural unit
figure 7-1 5).
Another type of zinc finger is found in the large family of intracellular

,plOrprote;ns (discussed in detail in Chapter 15). II forms a differenllype of
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Figure 7-13 A homeodomain bound to its
specific DNA sequence. Two different
views of the same structure are shown.
(A) The homeodomain is folded into three
a helices, which are packed tightly
together by hydrophobic interactions. The
part containing helices 2 and 3 closely
resembles the helix-tum-helix motif.
(8) The recognition helix (helix 3, red) forms
important contacts with the major groove
of DNA. The asparagine (Asn) of helix 3, for
example, contacts an adenine, as shown in
Figure 7-9. A flexible arm attached to helix
1 forms contacts with nucleotide pairs in
the minor groove. The homeodomain
shown here is from a yeast gene regulatory
protein, but it closely resembles
homeodomains from many eucaryotic
organisms. <ACGT> (Adapted from
C. Wolberger et aI., CeIl67:517-528, 1991.
With permission from Elsevier.)
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Figure 7-14 One type of zinc finger
protein. This protein belongs to the
Cys-Cys-His-His family of zinc finger
proteins, named after the amino acids
grasp the zinc. (A) Schematic draWing
the amino acid sequence of a zinc fii'9
from a frog protein of this class. (B)Tlf
three~dimensional structure of this
type of zinc finger is constructed from
antiparallel p sheet (amino acids 1 to
followed by an a. helix (amino acids 11
24). The four amino acids that bind the
(Cys 3, Cys 6, His 19, and His 23) hold
end of the a helix firmly to one endci
sheet. (Adapted from MS. lee et aL
Science 245:635-637,1989. With
permission from AAAS.)
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structure (similar in some respects 10 the helix-tum-helix motif) in which two
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helices are packed together with zinc atoms (Figure 7-16). Like the hclix-turnhelix proteins, these proteins usually form dimers that allow one of the two 0.
helices of each subunit to interact with the major groove of the DNA. Although
the two types of zinc finger structures discussed in this section arc structurally
distinct, they share two important fealUres: both lise zinc as a structural clement, and both use all 0. helix to recognize the major groove of the DNA.

14th
~ sheets Can Also Recognize DNA
In the DNA-binding motifs discussed so far, a helices arc the primary mechalatory proteins, however, has evolved an entirely different recognition strategy.
In this case, a two-stranded p sheet. with amino acid side chains extending from
the shect toward the DNA, reads the information on the surface of the major
groove (Figure 7-17). As in the case of a recognition a helix, this ~-sheet motif
can be used to recognizc many diffcrcnt DNA scqucnces; the exact DNA
sequence recognized dcpcnds on the sequence of amino acids that make up the
~ sheel.
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Figure 7-15 DNA binding by a zinc
protein. (A) The structure of a fragmen
a mouse gene regulatory protein boo'
a specific DNA site. This protein rec09'
DNA by using three zinc fingers of tilt
Cys-Cys-His-His type (see Figure 7-1
arranged as direct repeats. <ATCT> I
three fingers have similar amino acid
sequences and contact the DNA in ~
ways. In both (A) and (B) the zinc atOll'
each finger is represented by a sma"
sphere. (Adapted from N. Pavletieh an
C. Pabo, Science 252:810-817, 1991.
permission from AAAS.)
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lome Proteins Use Loops That Enter the Major and Minor
Grooves to Recognize DNA
lew DNA-binding proteins use protruding peptide loops to read nucleotide
'l'!juences, rather than a helices and Bsheets. For example, p53. a criticallllfnor
ppressor in humans, recognizes nucleotide pairs from both the major and
nor grooves using such loops (Figure 7-18). The normal role of the p53 proi.n is to tightly regulate cell growth and proliferation. Its imporlance can be
predated by the fact thai nearly half of all human cancers have acquired
malic mutations in the gene for p53; this step is key to the progression of
my tumors, as we shall see in Chapter 20. Many of the p53 mutations
nler\'cd in cancer cells destroy or ailer its DNA-binding properties; indeed, Arg
.,a,which contacts the minor groove of DNA (see Figure 7-18) is the most freently mutated p53 residue in human cancers.

Figure 7-16 A dimer of the zinc finger
domain of the intracellular receptor
family bound to its specific DNA
sequence. Each zinc finger domain
contains two atoms of Zn (indicated by
the small gray spheres); one stabilizes the
DNA recognition helix (shown in brown in
one subunit and red in the other), and
one stabilizes a loop (shown in purple)
involved in dimer formation. Each Zn
atom is coordinated by four appropriately
spaced cysteine residues, Like the
helix-turn-helix proteins shown in Figure
7-11, the two recognition helices of the
dimer are held apart by a distance
corresponding to one turn of the DNA
double helix. The specific example shown
is a fragment of the glucocorticoid
receptor. This is the protein through
which cells detect and respond
transcriptionally to the glucocorticoid
hormones produced in the adrenal gland
in response to stress. (Adapted from
B.F.luisi et aI., Nafure 352:497-505,1991.
With permission from Macmillan
Publishers ltd.)

lheleucine Zipper Motif Mediates Both DNA Binding and Protein
Dimerization
lany gene regulatory proteins recognize DNA as homodimers, probably
~ause, as we have seen, this is a simple way of achieving strong specific bind·
(see Figure 7-12). Usually, the portion of the protein responsible for dimerlion is distinct from the portion Iha.- is responsible for DNA binding. One
tir,howevcr, combines these two functions elegantly and economically. It is
led the leucine zipper motif, so named because of the way the two a helices,
from each monomer, are joined together to form a shon coiled·coil (sec Fig3-9). The helices arc held together by interactions between hydrophobic
'no acid side chains (oflen on leucincs) that extend from one side of each
lix.just beyond lhc dimerizalion interface the two a helices separate from
Kholher to form a V-shaped structure. which allows their side chains 10 conIC! the major groove of DNA. The dimer thus grips the double helix like a
thespin on a clothesline (Figure 7-19).

Figure 7-17 The bacterial Met repressor
protein. The bacterial Met repressor
regulates the genes encoding the
enzymes that catalyze methionine
synthesis. When this amino acid is
abundant, it binds to the repressor,
causing a change in the structure of the
protein that enables it to bind to DNA
tightly, shutting off the synthesis of the
enzyme, (A) In order to bind to DNA
tightly, the Met repressor must be
complexed with S-adenosyl methionine,
outlined in red. One subunit of the
dimeric protein is shown in green, while
the other is shown in blue. The twostranded f3 sheet that binds to DNA is
formed by one strand from each subunit
and is shown in dark green and dark blue.
(6) Simplified diagram of the Met
repressor bound to DNA, showing how
the two·stranded p sheet of the repressor
binds to the major groove of DNA. For
clarity, the other regions of the repressor
have been omitted. (A, adapted from
S. Phillips, Curro Opin. Srruct. Bioi. 1:89-98,
1991, with permission from Elsevier;
B, adapted from w. Somers and
S, Phillips, Nature 359:387-393,1992,
with permission from Macmillan
Publishers ltd.)
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Figure 7- 18 DNA recognition bytht
pS3 protein. The most important
contacts are made by arginine 248
lysine 120, which extend from the
protruding loops entering the miner
major grooves. The folding of thep53
protein requires a zinc atom (shown
sphere), but the way in which thew
grasped by the protein is complete'j
different from that of the zinc fingel
proteins, described previously.

Heterodimerization Expands the Repertoire of DNA Sequences
That Gene Regulatory Proteins Can Recognize
Many of the gene regulatory proteins we have seen thus far bind DNA as hOl11odimers, that is, dimcrs made lip of two identical subunits. Ilowever, many gene
regulatory proteins can also associate with nonidentical partners to form heterodimers composed of two differcm subunits. Because heterodimers typically
form from two proteins with distinct DNA-binding specificities, the mixing and
matching of gene regulatory proteins in this way greatly expands the repertoire
of DNA-binding specificities that these proteins can display. As illustrated in figure 7-20. three distinct DNA-binding specificities could, in principle, be generated frolll two types of leucine zipper monomers, while six could be created
from three types of monomers, and so 011.
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Figure 7-19 A leucine zipper dimer bound to DNA. Two a·helical DNA·
binding domains (bottom) dimerize through their a·helicalleucine zipper
region (top) to form an inverted Y·shaped structure. Each arm of the Y is
formed by a single a helix, one from each monomer, that mediates
binding to a specific DNA sequence in the major groove of DNA. <TGTI>
Each a helix binds to one·half of a symmetric DNA structure. The
structure shown is of the yeast Gcn4 protein, which regulates
transcription in response to the availability of amino acids in the
environment. (Adapted from T.E. Ellenberger et ai., CeIl71:1223- 1237,
1992. With permission from Elsevier.)

Figure 7-20 Heterodimerization of leucine zipper
proteins can alter their DNA·binding specificity. Lew
zipper homodimers bind to symmetric DNA sequences,
shown in the left-hand and center drawings. These two
proteins recognize different DNA sequences, as indicalec
by the red and blue regions in the DNA. The two differf!Jl
monomers can combine to form a heterodimer, which
recognizes a hybrid DNA sequence, composed from ooe
red and one blue region.
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There are, however, limits to this promiscuity: for example, if all the Illany
zipper proteins in a typical eucaryotic cell formed heterodimcrs.
t!leamount of "cross-talk" between the gene regulatory circuits of a cell would
presumably be so great as to cause chaos. Whether or not a particular heterodimer can form depends on how well the hydrophobic surfaces of the two
leucine zipper a helices mesh with each other, which in turn depends on the
aactamino acid sequences of the two zipper regions. Thus, each leucine zipper
~1Jesofleucine

Figure 7-21 A heterodimer composed of
two homeodomain proteins bound to its
DNA recognition site. The yellow helix 4 of
the protein on the right (Mata2) is
unstructured in the absence of the protein
on the left (Matal), forming a helix only
upon heterodimerization. The DNA
sequence is recognized jointly by both
proteins; some of the protein-DNA
contacts made by Mata2 were shown in
Figure 7-13. These two proteins are from
budding yeast, where the heterodimer
specifies a particular cell type (see Figure
7-65). The helices are numbered in
accordance with Figure 7-13. (Adapted
from T. Li et aI., Science 270:262-269, 1995.
With permission from AAAS.)

.rotein in the cell can form dimcrs with only a small set of other leucine zipper
~roteins.

Heterodimerization is an example of combinatorial control, in which COIl'lJinalions of different proteins, miller than individual proteins, conlrol a cell
orocess.llcterodimerization as a mechanism for combinatorial control of gene
?Xjlression occurs in many different types of gene regulatory proteins (Figure
7-21). Combinatorial control is a major theme that we shall encounter repeat~yin this chapter, and the formation of heterodimeric gene regulatory comlexesisonly one of many ways in which proteins work in combinations to conrol gene expression.
Certain combinations of gene regulatory proteins have become "hardwired"
mthecell; for example, two distinct DNA-binding domains can, through gene
"earrangements occurring over evolutionary time scales, become joined into a
\in~epolypeptide chain that displays a novel DNA-binding specificity (Figure
7-22).

The Helix-Loop-Helix Motif Also Mediates Dimerization and DNA

Binding
lJI01her important DNA-binding motif, related 1O the leucine zipper, is the
bel~-Ioop-helix (BLB) motif, which differs from the helix-tum-helix motif
I~ussed earlier. An HLiI motif consists of a short 0: helix connected by a loop
roasecond, longer 0: helix, The nexibility of the loop allows one helix to fold back
homeodomain
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Figure 7-22 Two DNA-binding domains
covalently joined by a flexible
polypeptide. The structure shown (called
a Pou-domain) consists of both a
homeodomain and a helix-tum-helix
structure joined by a flexible polypeptide
"leash;' indicated by the broken lines.
A single gene encodes the entire protein,
which is synthesized as a continuous
polypeptide chain. The covalent joining
of two structures in thiS way results in a
large increase in the affinity of the
protein for its specific DNA sequence
compared with the DNA affinity of either
separate structure. The group of
mammalian gene regulatory proteins
exemplified by this structure regulate the
production of growth factors,
immunoglobulins, and other molecules
involved in development. The particular
example shown is from the Octl
protein. (Adapted from J.D. Klemm et aI.,
Cel177:2l-32, 1994. With permission
from Elsevier.)
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Figure 7-23 A helix-Ioop-helixl
dimer bound to DNA. The two
monomers are held together in ala.
helix bundle: each monomer coot
two a helices connected by afleX!
loop of protein (red). A specific DNA
sequence is bound by the two a
that project from the four-helix
(Adapted from A.R. Ferre-O'Amareel
Nature 363:38-45, 1993. With perl1ll
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)

N

and pack against the other. As shown in Figure 7-23, this two-helix structure
binds both to DNA and to the I-Ill I motif of a second I-ILH protein. The second
IILlI protein can be the same (creating a homodimer) or different (creating a
hetcrodimcr). In either case. two a helices that extend from the dimcrization
interface make specific contaCts with the DNA.
SeveralllLiI proteins lack the a-helical extension responsible for binding to
DNA. These truncated proteins can form heterodimers with full-length IILlI
proteins, but the hctcrodimcrs are unable La bind DNA tightly because they
[orlll only half of the necessary contacts. Thus, in addition to creating active
dimcrs, hctcrodimcrization provides cells with a widely used way to hold specific gene regulatory proteins in check (Figure 7-24).

It Is Not Yet Possible to Predict the DNA Sequences Recognized by
All Gene Regulatory Proteins
The various DNA-binding motifs that we have disclissed provide slruclUral
frameworks from which specific amino acid side chains extend to contact specific base pairs in the DNA. It is reasonable to ask, therefore, whether there is a
simple amino acid-base pair recognition code: is a G-C base pair, for example,
always contacted by a particular amino acid side chain? The answer is no,
although certain types of amino acid-base interactions appear much more frequently than others (Figure 7-25). As we saw in Chapter 3, protein surfaces of
virtually any shape and chemistry can be made from just 20 different amino
acids, and a gene regulatory protein uses different patterns of these to create a
surface that is precisely complementary to a particular DNA sequence. We know
that the same base pair can thereby be recognized in m~my ways depending on
its context (Figure 7-26). Nevertheless. molecular biologists are beginning to
understand the principles of protein-DNA recognition well enough to design
new proteins that will recognize a given DNA sequence.
Having outlined the general features of gene regulatory proteins, we turn to
sOllle of the methods that are now used to study them.

active HLH homodimer

inactive HlH heterodimer

Figure 7-24 Inhibitory regulation by
truncated HlH proteins. The HlH
is responsible for both dimerization
DNA binding. On the left, an HlH
homodimer recognizes a symmellic
sequence. On the right, the bindiogd
full-length HLH protein (blue) to a
truncated HLH protein (green) that lam
the DNA-binding a helix generates a
heterodimer that is unable to bind
tightly. If present in excess, the tnmcar
protein molecule blocks the
homodimerization of the full-length
protein and thereby prevents it from
binding to DNA.
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Figure 7-25 One of the most common protein-DNA interactions.
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Because of its specific geometry of hydrogen-bond acceptors (see
Figure 7-7), the side chain of arginine unambiguously recognizes guanine.
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Figure 7-9 shows another common protein-DNA interaction.
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AGel-Mobility Shift Assay Readily Detects Sequence-Specific
DNA-Binding Proteins
ll"1eticanalyses, which provided a rouLe to the gene regulatory proteins of baeria.yeast, and Drosophila, are much morc difncull in vCrlebrates. Therefore,
wlsolation of vertebrate gene regulatory proteins had to await the develop-

lentofdiffercnl approaches. Many of these approaches rely on the detection in
cell extract of a DNA-binding protein that specifically recognizes a DNA
~uence known to control the expression of a particular gene. One of the most
,lmmon ways to detect and study sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins is
a}fdon the effect ora bound protein on the migration of DNA molecules in an
eelric field,
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specific interactions between six
different zinc fingers and their DNA
recognition sequences. Even though all
six Zn fingers have the same overall
structure (see Figure 7-14), each binds to
a different DNA sequence. The numbered
amino acids form the a helix that
recognizes DNA (Figures 7-14 and 7-15),
and those that make sequence-specific
DNA contacts are green. Bases contacted
by protein are orange. Although
arginine-guanine contacts are common
(see Figure 7-25), guanine can also be
recognized by serine, histidine, and
lysine, as shown. Moreover, the same
amino acid (serine, in this example) can
recognize more than one base. Two of
the Zn fingers depicted are from the TTK
protein (a Drosophila protein that
functions in development); two are from
the mouse protein (Zif268) that was
shown in Figure 7-15; and two are from a
human protein (Gl1) whose aberrant
forms can cause certain types of cancers.
(Adapted from C. Branden and J. TOOle,
Introduction to Protein Structure, 2nd ed.
New York: Garland Publishing, 1999.)
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A DNA molecule is highly negatively charged and will therefore move rapidly
toward a positive electrode when it is subjected to an electric ficld. When analyzed by polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis (see p. 534), DNA molecules are
separated according to their size because smaller molecules arc able to penetrate the fine gel meshwork morc easily than large ones. Protein molecules
bOllnd 10 a DNA molecule will cause it to move Illorc slowly through the gel; in
general, the larger the bound protein, the greater the retardation of the DNA
molecule. This phenomenon provides the basis for the gel-mobility shift assay,
which allows even trace amounts of a sequence-specific DNA-binding protein to
be readily detected. In this assay, a short DNA fragment of specific length and
sequence (produced either by DNA cloning or by chemical synthesis, as discussed in Chapter 8) is radioactively labeled and mixed with a cell extract; the
mixture is then loaded onlO a polyacrylamide gel and subjected to electrophoresis. If the DNA fragment corresponds to a chromosomal region where,
for example, several sequence-specific proteins bind, autoradiography (scc pp.
602-603) will reveal a series of DNA bands, each retarded to a different extent
and representing a distinct DNA-protcin complex. The proteins responsiblc for
each band on the gel can then be separated from onc another by subsequcnt
fractionations of the cell extract (Figure 7-27). Once a sequence-specific DNA
protein has been purified, the gel-mobility shift assay can be used to study the
strength and specificity of its interactions with different DNA sequences, the
lifetime of DNA-protein complexes, and other properties critical to the functioning of the protein in the cell.
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DNA Affinity Chromatography Facilitates the Purification of
Sequence-Specific DNA-Binding Proteins
A particularly powerful protein-purification method called DNA affinity chromatographycan be used once the DNA sequence that a gene regulatory protein
recognizes has been determined. A double-stranded oligonucleotide of the correct sequence is synthesized by chcmical methods and linked to an insoluble
porous matrix such as agarose; the matrix with the oligonucleotide anC1ched is
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Figure 7-27 A gel-mobility shiftas~
The principle of the assay is shown
schematically in (Al. In this examplel
extract of an antibody-producing eel
is mixed with a radioactive DNA fr
containing about 160 nucleotidesd
regulatory DNA sequence from a 9ffl'
encoding the light chain of the anti
made by the cell line. The effect of~
proteins in the extract on the mobil"
the DNA fragment is analyzed by
polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis
followed by autoradiography. The~
DNA fragments migrate rapidly to the
bottom of the gel, while those frag
bound to proteins are retarded; the
finding of six retarded bands sugges:l
that the extract contains six differe!1t
sequence-specific DNA-binding prole
(indicated as (1-(6) that bind to thil
sequence. (For simplicity, any DNA
fragments with more than one prot
bound have been omitted from the
figure,) In (8l a standard chromatogr
technique (see pp. 512-513 ) was u
fractionate the extract (top), and each
fraction was mixed with the radioac
DNA fragment, applied to one laned
polyacrylamide gel. and analyzedal
(8, modified from C. Scheidereit, A.
and R.G. Roeder, Celf 51 :783-793, 198"
With permission from Elsevier.)
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nused to construct a column that selectively binds proteins that recognize
.panicular DNA sequence (Figure 7-28). Purifications as great as IO,OOO-fold
mbeachieved by this means with relatively lillie effort.
:I.Ilhough 1110st gene regulatory proteins arc present at vcry low levels in the
~,,"ough pure protein can usually be isolated by arnnity chromatography to
I~napartial amino acid scquence by mass spectrometry or other means (dis·
,ro in Chapter 8). If the complete genome sequence of the organism is
In'l\\ll, the partial amino acid sequence can be used to identify the gene. The
. ,\enOl only provides the complete amino acid sequencc of the protein; it also
~I ides the means to produce the protcin in unlimited amounts through
_:leticengineering techniques, also discussed in Chapter 8.

lheDNA Sequence Recognized by a Gene Regulatory Protein Can
8eDetermined Experimentally
eneregulatory proteins can be discovered before the DNA sequence they recmize is known. For example, Illany ofthc Drosophila homeodomain proteins
,,rediscovered through the isolat ion of mutat ions that altered ny development.
:Isallowed the genes encoding the proteins to be identified, and the proteins
'i11d then be overexpressed in cultured cells and easily purified. DNA [001"In(jllgisone method of dctermining thc DNA sequences recognized by a gene
,t'gUlatory protein once it has been purified. This strategy also requires a puri'~fragment of duplex DNA that contains somewhere within it a recognition
,dar the protein. Short recognition sequcnces can occur by chance on any
JgDNAfragment, although it is oftcn necessary to usc DNA corresponding to
·regul3lOry region for a gene known to be controlled by the protein of interest.
\A{ootprintillg is based on nucleases or chemicals that randomly cleave DNA
. every phosphodiester bond. A bound gene regulatory protein blocks the
osphodiester bonds from attack, thereby revealing the protein's precise recoglionsiteasa protected zone, or footprint (Figure 7-29).
Asecond way of determining the DNA sequences recognized by a gene reglOry protein requires no prior knowledge of what genes the protein might
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Figure 7-28 DNA affinity chromatography.
In the first step, all the proteins that can
bind DNA are separated from the remainder
of the cell proteins on a column containing
a huge number of different DNA sequences.
Most sequence-specific DNA-binding
proteins have a weak (nonspecific) affinity
for bulk DNA and are therefore retained on
the column. This affinity is due largely to
ionic attractions, and the proteins can be
washed off the DNA by a solution that
contains a moderate concentration of salt.
In the second step, the mixture of DNAbinding proteins is passed through a
column that contains only DNA of a
particular sequence. Typically, all the DNAbinding proteins will stick to the column,
the great majority by nonspecific
interactions. These are again eluted by
solutions of moderate salt concentration,
leaVing on the column only those proteins
(typically one or only a few) that bind
specifically and therefore very tightly to the
particular DNA sequence. These remaining
proteins can be eluted from the column by
solutions containing a very high
concentration of salt.
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RANDOM ClEAVAGE BY NUCLEASE
OR CHEMICAL, FOLLOWED BY
REMOVAL OF THE PROTEIN AND
SEPARATION OF THE DNA STRANDS

I

f amily of single-stranded DNA molecules labeled at the 5' end

1 SEPARATION BY GEL ELECTROPHORESIS

1111111
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"footprint,
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where no cleavage is
(B)
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Figure 7-29 DNA foot printing.
(A) Schematic of the method. A~
fragment is labeled at one end
procedure described in Figure 8-~
the DNA is cleaved with a nuclealf
chemical that makes random,si
stranded cuts. After the DNA rnoIe<
denatured to separate its two str.¥
resultant fragments from the label,.
strand are separated on a gel al'ld
detected by autoradiography (see
8-33). The pattern of bands from
in the presence of a DNA-binding
is compared with that from DNA
absence. When protein is present
covers the nucieotides at its bindirand protects their phosphodiester
from cleavage. As a result, those I
fragments that would otherwise
terminate in the binding site are
leaving a gap in the gel pattern
"footprint.~ In the example shown.
DNA-binding protein protects SM"
phosphodiester bonds from the D/I
cleaving agent. (B) An actual fOOl
used to determine the binding sr.~
gene regulatory protein from hurr
The cleaving agent was a small ircr
containing organic molecule that
normally cuts at every phosphod
bond with nearly equal frequency,
(B, courtesy of Michele Sawadogo
Robert Roeder.)
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regulate. Here, the purified protein is used to select, from a large, randomly generated pool of different short DNA fragments, only those that bind tightly to it.
After several rounds of such selection, the nucleotide sequences of the tightly
bound DNAs are determined, and a consensus DNA recognition sequence for
the gene regulatory protein can be formulated (Figure 7-30). Once the DNA
sequence recognized by a gene regulatory protein is known, computerized
genome searches can identify candidate genes whose transcription the gene

large pool of short DNA
helices each withar
generated nucleotide~

~~
Figure 7-30 A method for determining the DNA sequence recognized by
a gene regulatory protein. A purified gene regulatory protein is mixed
with millions of different short DNA fragments, each with a different
sequence of nucleotides. A collection of such DNA fragments can be
produced by programming a DNA synthesizer, a machine that chemically
synthesizes DNA of any desired sequence (discussed in Chapter 8). For
example, there are 4 11 , or approximately 4.2 million, possible sequences for
a DNA fragment of' 1 nucleotides. The double-stranded DNA fragments
that bind tightly to the gene regulatory protein are then separated from
the DNA fragments that fail to bind. One method for accomplishing this
separation is through gel-mobility shifts, as illustrated in Figure 7-27. After
separation of the DNA-protein complexes from the free DNA, the DNA
fragments are removed from the protein and typically used for several
additional rounds of the same selection process (not shown). The
nucleotide sequences of those DNA fragments that remain through
multiple rounds of binding and release can be determined, and a
consensus DNA recognition sequence can thus be generated.
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ts from five dosely related yeast species

•

---~TGACAGTCTTAATATCATCTGCAAC---TCTTGAAATCTTGCTTTATAGTCAAAATTTACGTACGCTTTTCACTATATAATATGATTTGTCAAT
---~GGTAGTTTCGAGGTTGCATATAAT---CCGGTGGA-CTGGCGTTAAAGTTAGAAGTCCACTTCACTTCT-TC--ATTG-TATTCTGTCTTATC
~~TTGATACCGTGTAAAAC---CCACGTGGTCTAGTCTCATACTCAAAATT-ACGTCCACTTTCCCCTGTATATTATGTTTTGTCGAT
·--~TCC-AGAAGCACTCCTGATTCACCTTTGATACCAATCGATTCATTCAAATCGGCCTGAACCTTG-AT---ATA-TGTATCTTGCCCCT

---!AATACTGATCCCATAGGTGCTCTTAA--CACCCGCAGT-CTGGCCTTATGATTGAAAGTTAATCGAACTTTT-ATTGTATA-TAACGCTATGTATT

GATGCAATATTTAACAA
GATGCAATATTTAACAA
TGATGCAATATTTAACAA
GATGCAATTTTTAACAA
GATGCAATTCTTAACAA

~~TGAATGTCTCCCTGTTACCCGGTT-TTCATGTTGATTTTTGTTTCAGGCTCTAA-ATGT
~KCGTAAATCAATTCTTGATACCCGGCTCGGCTCGTTGATATTTGTTTCATTCTTTAGTAAAA

•ul

~---CGTAGAGCACTCTCTGTTACCCGGATATTCCTGTTATCTTTTGTTTCAAGCTTTAA-AAAT
A~GTATCAGAATTTATTGG-ATTACCCGGGCCGACCCTTTTTTGCGTGTTTCAAGCTTCAA-AAAA

n
ts

•

S

9.

~OACCAAATATATTTTCGTTACCCGAACCAGCTTTTAATTATCTGTTTCAGG-----------

GAACAGAAA- GTACGTGGACA
GTACAGGAA-GGTATATA---TACATAGA--

·-·~TTTTGTGACAGCACCTGTCAATTT-TAGGATAGTAGCAATCGCAAAC---GTTCTCAATAATTCTAAGA----
l

gene
coding
··-fGTTTTGTGATAGCACTTCTCAGTTT-TGAAATAACAGCAACCGCAGAC---A----CAAAACCTCTAAA-----sequence
... ~TACGATAGCACCCTTGTGTTCGCTTGAAAACACCAAAGGAAGACAGCTAGCCCCATCCCCACGACTCCAGC

~TATAGTAGCACTTCTAACTTCATTGAGAAACAATAAAGACAGAA---CTACTTAACAGCTCTAGCA----

i ·-·~TGATAGCACTCTCAAGTTTACTTGAAAAGGACAAAAGAAGAA---CCGCCCGACGCCTCCAAT------

Figure 7-31 Phylogenetic foot printing. This example compares DNA sequences upstream of the same gene from five
closely related yeasts; identical nucleotides are highlighted in yellow. Phylogenetic foot printing reveals DNA recognition
sites for regulatory proteins, as they are typically more conserved than surrounding sequences. Only the region upstream
of a particular gene is shown in this example, but the approach is typically used to analyze entire genomes. The gene
regulatory proteins that bind to the site outlined in red are shown in Figure 7-21. Some of the shorter phylogenetic
footprints in this example represent binding sites for additional gene regulatory proteins, not all of which have been
identified. (From M. Kellis et at, Nature 423:241-254, 2003, with permission from Macmillan Publishers ltd., and
DJ. Galgoczy et a1., Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 101 :18069-18074, 2004, with permission from National Academy of Sciences.)
lOry protein of interest might control. Ilowever, this stratcgy is not fool-

f. For example. many organisms produce a

SCi

of closely relalcd gcne rcgu-

r)"proteins that recognize very similar DNA sequences, and this approach
'lot resolve them. In most cases, predictions of the sites of action of gene reg"r)"proteins obtaincd from searching genome sequences must, in the end,

tNed experimentally.

1 ~ogenetic

Footprinting Identifies DNA Regulatory Sequences
• ough Comparative Genomics
despread availability of complete genome scquences prm'jdes a surpris-

Ie
y

c.

imple method for identifying important regulatory sites on DNA. even
the gene regulatory protcin that binds them is unknown. In this approach,
e> from several closely relawd species are compared. If the species are
'lI properly. the prowin-coding portions of the genomes will bc very simi"Alt the regions between sequences that encode protein or RNA molccules

hase diverged considerably, as most of Ihis sequence is functionally irreleland therefore not constrained in evolution. Among the cxceptions arc the
atory sequences lhut control gene transcriplion. These stand out as con!dislands in a sea of nonconserved nucleotides (Figure 7-31). Although the
i~ of the gene regulatory proteins that recognize the conserved DNA
"'ces must be determined by other means, phylogenetic foot printing is a
rfuI method for identifying many of the DNA sequences that control gene
ion.

·'romatin Immunoprecipitation Identifies Many of the Sites That
Regulatory Proteins Occupy in living Cells
regulatory protcin will not occupy all of its potential D A-binding sites
genome at a particular time. Under some conditions, rhc protcin may not

lIhesized. and so will bc absent from the cell; it may be prcscnl bUllacking
rodimer partner; or it may bc excluded from thc nucleus until an appro
Ie signal is received from the cell's environment. Even if the gcnc regulatory
M

15th
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Figure 7-32 Chromatin immunoprecipitation. This method allows the
identification of all the sites in a genome that a gene regulatory protein
occupies in vivo. For the amplification of DNA by a polymerase chain
reaction (peR), see Figure 8-45. The identities of the precipitated, amplified
DNA fragments can be determined by hybridizing the mixture of
fragments to DNA microarrays, as described in Chapter 8.

HOWG
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gene 1
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lhal prolein in lhe cell. If this DNA is hybridized to

regutalOry protein in the original cells can be mapped on lhe cell's genome (figure 7-33).
Chromatin immunoprecipitation is also routinely used to identify the posi-

tions along a genome that are packaged by lhe various types of modified hislones (discussed in Chapter 4). In this case, antibodies specific to the parlicular
histone modification of interest are employed.

Summary
Gene regulatO/)' proteins recognize shorl stretches of douule-helical DNA of defined
sequence and thereuy determine which of the thousands ofgenes in a eellwill ue tI"Qnscriued. Thousands ofgene regula/Of)' proteins hmle been identified in a wide Ilariety
oforganisms. Although each of these proteins has unique features, most bind to DNA
as homodimers orheterodimers and recognize DNA through one ofa small ,,/lIlluer of
stmclUral motifs. The common motifs i"clude the helix-tunl-helix, the homeodomain, the leucine zipper, the helix-loop-helix, and zinc fingers ofselJeral types. The
precise amino acid sequence that is folded in/O a morifdetermines the particular DNA
sequence that a gelle regula/Ory protein recognizes. Heterodimerizarion increases rhe
range ofDNA sequences rhat can ue recognized. Powerful techniques are now availaule
for identitying and isolating these proteins, rhe genes that encode them, and the DNA
sequences they recognize, and for mapping all of the genes that they regulate on a
genome.
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CROSS-LINK PROTEINS TG
., ONA WITH FORMALDt~

mining the sites on DNA that a given gene regulatory protein occupies under a
particular set of conditions (Figure 7-32). In this approach, proteins are covalently cross-linked to DNA in living cells, the cells arc broken open, and the DNA
is mcchanically sheared into small fragments. Antibodies directed against a
givcn gene regulatory protein are thcn uscd to purify DNA that became cova10

(~

gene 2

1LYSE CELLS

lently cross-linked

I

regulatory protein B

protein is presenr in the nucleus and is competent to bind DNA, componcms of
chromatin or other gene regulatory proteins that can bind to the same or overlapping DNA sequences Illay occlude many of its potential binding sites on
DNA.
Chromatin immulloprecipitation provides one way of empirically deter-

microarrays that contain the entire genome displayed as a series of discrete DNA
fragments (see Figure 8-73), lhe precise genomic location of each precipilated
DNA fragment can be determined. In this way, all the sites occupicd by the gene
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HOW GENETIC SWITCHES WORK
In the previous section, we described the basic components of genetic switchcs:

gene regulalOry proleins and the specific DNA sequences that lhese proleins
recognize. We shall now discuss how these components operate to turn genes on
and off in responsc to a variety of signals.
In thc mid-twentieth century, the idca that genes could be switched on and
off was revolutionary. This concept was a major advance, and it came originally
from thc study of how E. coli bacteria adapt to changes in thc composition of
their growth medium. Parallel studies of the lambda bacteriophage led to many
of the same conclusions and helped to establish the underlying mechanism.
Many of the same principles apply to eucaryotic cells. However, the enormous
complex..ity of gene regulation in higher organisms, combined with the packaging
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